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Healthcare is the great global  

deception and deadly trap 

• When people idolize “science” and  “scientists” they the worship the creature rather than the creator.  They become blind and deaf unable to 

discern the  truth. Vaccines contain genetically modified cancer cell lines, toxic metals like aluminum and mercury that become lodged in the brain 

organs and gut lining. Just about every health condition can be linked back to the vaccine or environmental toxin .  

Most people are  misdiagnosed because doctors are not trained to identify the root cause of disease.  The diagnostic and statistic manual is a primitive 

book of curses and misdiagnosis because most of the evidence is based on nothing that matters. Fear, government, and scientific propaganda are age 

old weapons and the mainstream academic and scientific content is all censored by global governments. My nutrition text book and online class in 

nursing school was a complete waste of time and the content had zero  value.  Severe and critical nutrient deficiencies in the population  are ignored 

as well as education on genetically modified foods and the effects on human health , environmental toxins and pesticides  found in the  food  supply 

today as well food sensitivities and food allergies caused by vaccines. 
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Health begins in the Gut, this is your immune 

system. Cleansing is killing bad bugs, sweeping 

out the old and bringing in the good bugs 

• Biocidin is just an example of  a product that has been 

tested to kill fungus, Lyme disease, and mold and more 

an all natural plant based extract.  Mother’s of  children 

with autism use this product.  They also make throat 

spray to kill bugs. Oregano oil and lavender oil is used 

in this product. 
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 Patented Bioweapon 
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 Corrupts your DNA
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5-16-20 Los Angeles 

California John Graf 

Military operation, your government has 

you covered in nano nasties  virus, mold, 

metal ,  bacteria, and self replicating 

polymer fibers  





GMO cannibals injecting aborted 
fetus and cancer laced vaccines  

Genetically 
modified 

People, plants, 
and pets 
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Nation
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I refuse technological sorcery



Biblical science 

of healing and 

cure

Consequences of 

Human & animal Genome  

Manipulation 

Learn Forensic 

investigation of 

scientific literature  

The 

Disciplan

My people are being destroyed for 

lack of knowledge. Hosea 4:6

Medical misdiagnosis and vaccine injury 

law.

Vaccines cause cancer, autoimmune 

disease, and autism learn the truth 

about reversing disease naturally at 

home.   Rachel Celler, RN TheForensicNurse.org 

Forensic 
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global 

educator in  

Natural  and 

biblical 

healing 



Biblical science 

of healing and 

cure

Consequences of 

Human & animal Genome  

Manipulation 

Learn Forensic 

investigation of 

scientific literature  

The 

Disciplan

Vaccine 

reeducation 

the devil in the 

details  the 

enemy hides 

in plain sight  

Rethink and redefine Everything 

you have learned There is only one 

truth about vaccines and many are 

deceived and blinded by the 

“science” of sorcery Rachel Celler, RN  Fisher Of Men Ministry.org 



Man is  extremely arrogant to counterfeit and make edits to God’s 
intelligent design.  “Science" inserts, deletes and rearranges  the 

genetic code and divine sequence of DNA written by God. 
What? know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost 
which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not your own? 1 
Corinthians 6:19

Intelligent Design  

designer Genes 

Genetic Engineering through 

vaccine Technological 

Sorcery• Genetic engineering 

involves 

manipulating DNA 

sequence 

• DNA from one species 

is spliced into the DNA 

of another species 

Called Recombinant 

DNA Transgenic 

trickery 

• Cut DNA with restriction 

enzymes will now cause 

deletions in your DNA

• Insert fragments into vectors

Rachel Celler, RN 

Fisher Of Men 

Ministry.org©

• Inject  Vectors into 

bacteria   

Counterfeit  

Copy GMO

Genes 

https://online.lifeliqe.com/app/scene/p_clov_bunecna_mitoza


CRISPR and genome editing destroy all life and 

God’s intelligent design. Would God have left the 

blueprint  of DNA to “Scientists” to manipulate 

with tools of the Devil? “Dev tools” as Google 

calls them. 

Vaccines destroy people and pets one cancer 

laced GMO vaccine at a time  What thing soever I 

command you, observe to do it: thou shalt not 

add therto, nor diminish it.     Deuteronomy 

12:32

Rachel Celler, RN 
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Corrupted DNA

Vaccine Sorcery



Color me “scientific” I’m bleeding Genetically modified  Evidence 

based on nothing that matters.  

Rachel Celler, RN The 

Forensic Nurse, Fisher 

Of Men Ministry.org  

Vaccines with Hamster Ovary cells from China with  

lung tissue from  aborted fetus, aluminum, 

mercury,GMO cloned  yeast and bacteria . Vaccine 

Sorcery Revelation 18:23 

Genetically 

modified 

Hamster 

ovaries from 

China 

https://online.lifeliqe.com/app/scene/p_clov_bunecna_mitoza


The purge
blood and  intestine cleanse

• We have all been exposed to infectious organisms through, environment, food, 
water,  vaccines, and pharma drugs. There are many parasite forums where 
thousands of  people share their testimonies and pictures worth a 1,000 words.

• Parasites and mold a type of  fungi  are  found in the gut and stool of  most 
people and you can even have your poop tested by a laboratory . After parasites 
and anaerobic bacteria  eat, they poop inside you leaving behind biofilms that 
build up like toxic sludge .  Fungus is found in most people’s gut because we 
have all eaten GMO foods especially wheat, corn, and soy. 

• “Scientists”  have taken fungus and sowed  bad seeds into these foods. When 
you eat GMO you grow fungus in the gut. I Sweep my  intestines with 
diatomaceous earth. This  is all natural silica, the glue that holds us together. 



INVENTORS OF EVIL 

Stop talking about 
COVID19 scamdemic  
because the narrative 
is to distract and 
divide people,5G will 
kill you faster   

Expose Evil.org



How is your sleep hygiene dirty or clean ?  How to create a 
Sleep sanctuary 

Constant nervous system  

manipulation sounds is  like a 

woodpecker tapping on a tree. 

This is what wifi/Bluetooth  

does to your brain and body. 

Sympathetic nervous system is 

activated through chemical 

switches that do not turn off. 

Autonomic nervous system is 

Rest, cleanse, repair and 

digest but is unable to function 

properly if sympathetic stress 

system stays on. Turn wifi off 

at night.

The Forensic Nurse 

Rachel Celler,RN 



Priority health order 

for all humans!  Take 

control of your  health 

and reduce EMF 

exposure by creating 

your  sleep sanctuary 
• The blueprint to your intelligent design is sacred 

and your deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)  is the double 

helix strand of nucleic acid bonds that are broken 

apart by microwave radiation , other frequencies 

and toxins. This affects the your bloodline and gene 

expression that is passed on as well as swell as perm 

count and health. 

• WIFI breaks us apart from the inside out as well as 

plants and animals. We are resilient however we 

must be aware and provide the body with necessary 

nutrients and protections. 

Calcium channel gates fire and set off a 

cascade of reactions within the body

The inflammatory cascade drains the 

batteries in your cells  and excess  calcium 

floating around as well as depleting 

hydrogen  magnesium and potassium . Loss 

of voltage and spark to make energy. 

Sympathetic nervous system never shuts off : 

Running from a bear, adrenaline pumping, 

chemical signals firing all day linger I blood 

stream preventing 

Cellular voltage and energy production : The 

charge in your cell should be negative but 

wifi/stress causes a positive acid producing 

state and inflammation that can cause pain and 

many other problems. This is like switches going 

on or off in the wrong position. WIFi causes 

diabetes and cancer

Disconnecting, turning off and unplugging TV:

This is the most important thing any human can 

do to prolong life and improve health. 

Televisions can still emit EMF signals when 

plugged in. Give your body at least 8 continuous 

hours of rest and relief from electronic input. 

Aluminum foil blocks microwave radiation :

You can cover the router with aluminum  or 

find other ways to absorb signals with natural 

mineral stones 

Cell health is always priority :  Cell 

membranes are made of cholesterol a type

of fat. Fatty acids from black seed oil or 

avocado protect the cell membrane as well 

as liquid melatonin also found in cherry 

juice. 



Vaccine ingredients should make you angry because they contain  abortion,  murder, 

death, and poison. DNA has a divine sequence created by an intelligent designer. 

Vaccines destroy your DNA and cause cancer, autoimmune disease and autism. 

Injecting  vaccines is downloading corrupted DNA into your bodies operating system 

that comes from the blood of aborted fetus and dead animals.

Genome editing :When men attempt to play God and 

rewrite human and animal genome by rearranging the 

DNA sequence . This is counterfeit DNA and the 

consequences are disastrous. “CRISPER” and “artificial 

intelligence” are tools of Satan to make counterfeit of 

God’s work

Counterfeit DNA: Are you wearing counterfeit Genes? 

Beware of terms like “precision medicine” an emerging form 

of technological sorcery that uses nanotechnology and 

genome editing 

Chromosomal deletion, insertion and translocation of 

genes: “Science” decides how to deconstruct your DNA and 

put it back together as counterfeit. Vaccines contain mutated 

cancer cell lines that you can buy on the internet 

ACCEGEN.com. Dirty biotech

Corvelva.it: Genome sequence at bottom left provided 

by corvelva research Italy. Structure is genome 

sequence of male aborted fetus from MRC5 vaccines. 

Corvelva.it vaccingate MRC5 cancer cell line

Aborted Fetus : Human diploid cell

Beware of crafty scientific language written by  

crafty men. MRC5 and WI 38 are code for aborted 

fetus in vaccine insert literature .  The WI 38 is the 

female and MRC5 is the male aborted fetus from 

the 1960’s . 

Corrupted Mutated DNA
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Professional 

resources 
Specialty Protocols/ self help subscribe 

Dr. Dietrick 

Klinghardt MD 
Neuro biologist 

Klinghardt academy.com Biological 

treatment of Lyme disease or treating 

lyme without antibiotic anyone can do 

Allison Jones 
Vaccine

authority 
Tracking vaccinations.com 

Rachel Celler, RN 

Vaccine Injury 

and natural 

medicine 

Rachel celler.org /The Forensic 

Nurse.org 

Dr. Alex Vazquez, 

DO,ND,DC

Self help 

protocols some 

free download

Inflammation mastery.com 

Dr. Joseph 

Mercola

Cell’s delivery

center
Dr. Mercola.com has great articles 

Biomagscience.n

et

Conquering

pain book 

healing with 

bio magnetism

Biomagscience.net self healing 

protocols

The Truth about 

cancer 

Cancer 

resource
https://thetruthaboutcancer.com/

Dr. Daniel Nuzum Dr. Nuzum.com

Dr. Tom Obrien

Autoimmune

disease 

documentaries 

Betrayal series Watch on YouTube

https://thetruthaboutcancer.com/


You can’t be pro God and pro vaccine 

This is why the cross around my neck is 
upside down

Melinda Gates 



http://theforensicnurse.org
https://brandnewtube.com/@TheForensicNurse

https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/rachelceller

https://brandnewtube.com/@TheForensicNurse

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/NgubROdfecXZ/

https://www.brighteon.com/channels/forensicnurse

https://www.instagram.com/rachelceller/

https://rumble.com/user/TheForensicNurse

https://twitter.com/CellerRachel

MY VIDEO PLATFORMS 
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